Introduction
In the historiography, the term West India interest stands for a group of British stakeholders in the plantation economy in the Caribbean. That group emerged in the eighteenth century, and its objective was to forcefully defend the West Indian interests of the members in the British parliament. In her 1921 article "The London West India Interest in the Eighteenth Century," Lilian Penson distinguished three London-based interest groups that decided to work together: agents from the West Indian colonies, merchants who traded with the colonies, and plantation owners who lived in the city. She describes how various stakeholders formed an effective lobby group after a successful campaign for the introduction of the Molasses Act in 1733. This lobby group managed to keep foreign plantation products from the British market via the parliament.1 The image of a powerful, homogenous interest group was recently adjusted by Andrew O'Shaugnessy.2 He demonstrated that the lobby was initially a fairly informally organized economic interest group, able to apply political pressure during the American Revolution, but that it also suffered from internal dissension. The interests of the group began to diverge more and more at the end of the eighteenth century. Nevertheless there was a lobby in Great Britain that managed to get the West Indian interest on the parliamentary agenda. Did the Dutch Republic have such an interest group, as well? Not according to J.P. van de Voort. In his dissertation on the West Indian plantation loans, he states that it was impossible for a Dutch West India interest to emerge, since the interests of such a pressure group were incom patible with the principles of an open staple market. A monopoly supply of plantation products from the colonies such as in Great Britain was unthinkable in the Republic, simply because the Dutch colonies could not meet the growing demand for sugar, coffee and other colonial products. Import from non-Dutch areas was necessary.3 4 Not only the government but also private organizations with interests overseas had decentralized governance structures. The Dutch West India Company (wic), for instance, had a so-called chamber structure which reflected the economic and political hierarchy of several towns within the Dutch Republic. H. The key question in this chapter is whether or not the Republic had some sort of West India interest. Of course there have been individuals as well as organizations with West Indian interests, but around which subjects were they organized? Did these individuals and various groups collaborate and, if so, did that collaboration have similarities with that in Great Britain? A parallel seems hard to draw in advance; the significantly different state structure of the Republic will have affected the interests of various groups. The fragmented governance structure that was so characteristic to the Republic did not exist in Great Britain.4 This chapter begins with the West Indian interests of the central government and then discusses the conflicts of interest between the provinces of Holland and Zeeland. Afterwards, we will shed light on how interest groups emerged at a local level in the Republic and how they defended their interests. Finally, we will discuss the alleged differences between the Republic and Great Britain and the role the States General played in balancing the different Atlantic interests in the Republic.
Private Interest as State Interest
At the beginning of the seventeenth century, the economic interests of Dutch merchants in the Atlantic were still modest. During the initial phase, the Republic had few to no planters overseas, nor sugar refiners at home. In 1609 a group of merchants submitted a petition to the States General for the first time, requesting protection of their trade interests in West Africa.5 The reason for this was that their ships were continuously being attacked by the Portuguese. Around 1600, however, it was not private interests but rather government interests of a military nature that rapidly sucked the Dutch into the Atlantic. The States General had been making efforts to relocate the battle against Spain from land to sea and from Europe to regions outside of Europe since the end of the sixteenth century. It was mainly the Spanish and Portuguese colonies in the Atlantic that generated the capital with which the battle against the Republic was funded, and these territories, therefore, formed interesting targets for the Dutch. However, the government had no financial resources to fight this battle on its own, and resorted to private investors at a very early stage. The enormous war fleet of Pieter van der Does that carried out attacks on the Canary Islands and São Tomé in 1599 was such a public-private enterprise, whose main objective was military in nature. Eventually, this joint venture culminated in the establishment of the West India Company (wic) in 1621, a private company with commercial and military goals. The charter of the Company stated that, in case of war overseas, it could count on financial and material support from the government.6 In the first half of the seventeenth century, during which the wic unsuccessfully attempted to build an Atlantic empire, the States General provided support by means of money, war ships and troops several times. After the end of the Revolt against Spain in 1648, there was no reason to continue the battle in the Atlantic. Meanwhile, the economic interests of the Dutch in the Atlantic had increased significantly. Colonies had been established and the supply and processing of, and trade in, plantation products such as sugar and tobacco became increasingly important for the Dutch economy. This also significantly changed the nature of the Atlantic interest of the government. From the mid-seventeenth century until the end of the eighteenth century, the roles were reversed and the military actions in the Atlantic were primarily in the service of the economic interests of private organizations. For instance, the States General sent Michiel de Ruyter to West Africa in 1664 to recapture the wic forts, which had previously been captured by the English. The expedition of Abraham Crijnssen to the West Indies organized in 1667 by the Admiralty of Zeeland, and in which Crijnssen captured Suriname, fit in this policy as well. The trade in, and processing of, plantation products had become too important to the Republic not to defend. In addition to profit for merchants, sugar, tobacco and other products also provided employment. After all, almost all Atlantic products had to be processed, which created many jobs. Amsterdam and Rotterdam had dozens of sugar refineries and tobacco mills within their walls. For the survival of these companies, not to mention to ensure their continued success, the supply of raw materials from the Atlantic was essential. After the wic had been forced to give up its imperial ambitions with the loss of Brazil in 1654, the Company had the task of managing Another example is the plantation colony of Berbice. The Zeeland merchant Abraham van Pere had established this colony on the Coast of Guiana in 1627 with the permission of the wic and the States General. Until the beginning of the eighteenth century, this colony was owned by the Van Pere family. After the French privateer Jacques Cassard plundered the colony, the family was forced to sell Berbice to a group of Amsterdam merchants in 1714, who converted the ownership and governance of the plantation colony into the share-funded Society of Berbice in 1720. 10
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the remaining infrastructure in the Atlantic, allowing production and trade to be continued. When the Company threatened to collapse under the burden of debt in 1674, the States General decided to reorganize the Company financially, allowing it to restart.7 It was simply unthinkable for the government, with its limited resources, to manage these overseas possessions itself. In addition to the wic, there were other private organizations that managed Dutch possessions in the Atlantic. They were established with the permission of -and sometimes even initiated by -the government. That is how, in the 1620s, private colonies emerged under so-called patroonships.8 Most of these organizations existed only briefly, but some of them had a longer lifespan, such as Tobago, which was a patroonship with alternating owners between 1628 until 1677.9 In 1683, the Society of Suriname had been established, in which the wic, the city of Amsterdam and the Van Sommelsdijk family each owned a third. Both societies had been granted a patent by the States General, which not only granted rights to these individual organizations, but also required them to protect the possessions of the societies in times of trouble. Eventually the wic, the patroonships and the societies were mandated by the government to rule overseas regions and to run the judicial system there on its behalf. On paper, however, the States General were ultimately responsible for the governance, the application of the judicial system and the safety of the colonies.10 For these individual organizations, this was a reason to turn to the government for military support when needed. The wic even had a so-called "Haags Besogne," a semi-permanent consultative body of directors and delegates of the States General, to exchange information and represent their interests.11 The fact that the government had an interest in the preservation of individual Atlantic organizations was evidenced by the fact that government support was frequently granted. For instance, in 1674, the wic received a guarantee from the States General that it would pay the costs for 200 soldiers every year, an amount that was allocated to all provinces via the then current repartition system.12 The patroonships and societies could count on support as well. The Society of Suriname was given access to state army troops twice in the eighteenth century, for the purpose of disabling the maroons in the colony. And in Berbice, State troops were deployed in 1764 to put an end to the slave revolt that was threatening the existence of the colony. It would be incorrect to assume that the fragmented government of the Republic granted support to Atlantic organizations without conditions. Even within the States General, there were significant conflicts of interest between the sea and land provinces. The latter had fewer economic ties with the Atlantic than the sea provinces of Holland and Zeeland and often had a negative attitude towards supporting the wic or the West Indian colonies. Representatives of the States of Holland and Zeeland often had to exert pressure on the land provinces to get financial support for the West Indian colonies. In addition, the States General required the Atlantic organizations to make significant financial contributions to keep the defense and the administration of their colonies up-to-date. But these organizations passed on the costs to the colonists to a large degree, resulting in protests and resistance. In Suriname and all other Dutch colonies in the West, conflicts between the government and the colonists about the payment for fortifications and troops led to a neglect of the defense of these territories. That neglect caused a fierce battle in the Patriot era about the governance and the defense of the Atlantic colonies. For instance, the States General decided in 1747 that a third of the crew of merchant vessels had to serve on the war fleet that was to protect Dutch merchantmen from the attacks of the French navy in European waters.15 That measure would seriously hamper Dutch intercontinental shipping and trade. That is why the directors of the Society of Suriname and Berbice protested, after which the States General exempted navigation to and from Guiana from this measure.16 Merchants who traded with the Caribbean islands also joined forces and approached the States General via the directors of the wic with the request to revoke these harmful measures for Caribbean shipping. The joint protest of the merchants was successful; the States General also exempted ships engaged in Caribbean navigation from providing crewmembers to the war fleet.17 More harmful than this obligation to provide crew members was the measure that prohibited trade with France and her colonies.18 Amsterdam and Rotterdam merchants who imported sugar and coffee via French ports were willing to accept this ban, but they refused to accept an import ban on French sugar via Curaçao and St. Eustatius. The latter would mean the end of their Atlantic trade. In a coordinated action, merchants and insurers from Amsterdam and Rotterdam submitted petitions to the States General to eliminate the ban that would "ruin the overall Dutch trade with the West." These petitions were signed by 185 merchants, including influential regents with Atlantic trade interests.19 This led to the decision of the States General to scale back the measure. Ships that were en route from the Caribbean with French products were given free admission to Dutch ports.20
Another issue for which the help of the government was asked was the protection of West Indiamen. Ships that sailed to the Caribbean were frequently the victims of privateers, despite the neutrality policy of the Republic during a large part of the eighteenth century. In the 1730s, the Spanish navy captured several Dutch merchantmen in the Caribbean on suspicion of smuggling to the Spanish colonies. At the instigation of the wic, the Admiralty of Amsterdam sent one or two convoys to the West Indies per year after 1737 to protect merchants from Spanish confiscations.21 But soon the convoy system was discarded by the Admiralty, despite protests from merchants who emphasized that -even without the threat of Spanish warships -the Caribbean Sea was a perfect area for privateers who did not stick to the rules and resorted to piracy. Ships carrying valuable loads of Atlantic products were appealing prey to them. In 1745, Amsterdam merchants submitted two petitions to the States General in which they requested protection against privateers. To the second petition, which was signed by 110 merchants, a list of 32 ships was added that had been confiscated by English and Spanish privateers. The merchants were supported by the Board of the wic, which was not able to offer sufficient protection.22 The States General took the petitions seriously, and commissioned the Admiralty of Amsterdam to restart the convoying of the West Indiamen. When, after several new ships were captured by privateers, it turned out that the frequency and effectiveness of convoying left much to be desired, the stakeholders proposed to the States General that an armed convoy to the West Indies be organized twice a year. The States General granted that request in December 1747 "to indemnify the subjects of the State for damage with all resources possible."23 However, the convoy system fell apart once again due to the costs the Admiralty of Amsterdam had to incur to maintain it. During the Seven Years' War (1756-1763) large groups of merchants were continuously bombarding the States General with petitions for the improvement of the convoy system, with varying degrees of success. In June 1758, the representatives of the States General, in an action that was very likely coordinated, received six petitions signed by no fewer than 650 merchants from several cities in the Republic.24 All these petitions demonstrate that merchants were continuously working together to defend their West Indian trade interests via the States General. The States General, in turn, was usually willing to grant these requests; after all, they also had an interest in the continuity of Atlantic shipping and trade, even if the financial resources they could provide were limited.
Conflicting Interests: Monopoly versus Free Trade
Based on enlightened self-interest, the States General supported various private organizations and merchants who were active in the Atlantic region. Only then could the economic interests of the country best be served. However, the problem was that the Atlantic interests of the provinces and cities in the States General could differ significantly. These diverging interests led to a fierce conflict of interest between Zeeland and Holland several times. The Zeeland merchants lost more and more ground to Holland, and, particularly, to Amsterdam, in European shipping and trade over the course of the seventeenth century and wanted to make sure that the same would not happen in the Atlantic. An important point of conflict, which both parties tried to settle in varying ways within and outside the States General, was the question of whether or not the trade monopoly of the wic should be preserved in certain parts of its mandate area. 25 Zeeland had a 2/9 share in the wic, which determined that 2/9 of the shipping and trade of the company was done by the Chamber of Zeeland. Initially, the Zeelanders were in favor of preservation of the Company monopoly, which guaranteed them that a portion of the Atlantic trade would remain in Zeeland's hands.25 The first test case was the Dutch colony in Brazil. Almost immediately after the occupation of Recife in 1630, Amsterdam merchants fought for free trade with Brazil, which was the most important sugar producing region in the world. Amsterdam had growing interests in sugar refining and the sugar trade and aimed to acquire the largest possible share of the available sugar. The battle that erupted within the wic between Amsterdam and Zeeland about the opening up of the sugar trade was temporarily won by Amsterdam in the fall of 1630. The States General allowed free trade, provided that all goods were shipped from and to Brazil using Company ships and the wic would receive a fee and shipping costs. In 1634, the rules on free trade were loosened which allowed the Amsterdam merchants to gain control over a large portion of the sugar trade.26 The timing was not coincidental, since at that moment the power of the Company in Northeast Brazil had increased significantly and the colony began to produce more sugar. In its wake, the battle about monopoly versus free trade flared as well. Supporters and opponents of the monopoly published dozens of pamphlets in which they tried to sway public opinion of the reasonableness of their views.27
In 1636, resistance against free trade grew, including within the Company, and the directors of the Chamber of Zeeland were able to stir up resistance against Amsterdam. Eventually, in late December 1636, the States General decided to restore the Company monopoly and free trade was banned immediately.28 It seemed that Zeeland had won the battle, but this victory was only a mirage. A publicity offensive was launched against the reinstatement of the monopoly by Amsterdam 
The West Indian interest of the Zeelanders was seriously threatened by the actions of the Company. Therefore, it is not surprising that it was the merchants of Zeeland who developed initiatives to dismantle the last monopoly of the wic.
Several years before the States General had to decide on the renewal of the charter of the Company in 1730, the Zeelanders launched their attack on the monopoly. In the fall of 1727, a group of merchants from Vlissingen drafted a notice of objection, urging the full freeing up of the Atlantic trade. The merchants believed that the monopoly was seriously damaging the Dutch economy, since the wic was not able to adequately conduct the commodity trade in West Africa, nor could it manage the slave trade. They estimated that, after the dissolution of the last Company monopoly, 50 ships a year would be dispatched from Zeeland to West Africa, including ships deployed for the slave trade.35 The merchants of Vlissingen received support from a group of merchants from Middelburg, who established an almost identical proposal for liberalization of the trade. Both proposals were merged into one document by representatives of the City Councils of Middelburg and Vlissingen in 1728 and submitted to the States of Zeeland.36
After receipt of the document, the States of Zeeland appointed a committee that was to further develop the proposal to dismantle the Company monopoly The battle between the two parties would be fought in both the wic and the States General, which eventually had to renew the charter. The Zeeland directors were now openly backing the proposals of the merchants from their province. Together with the other Zeeland stakeholders in the Atlantic trade, they convinced the States of Zeeland to forcefully defend the dismantling of the monopoly in the States General. In an unexpected turn of events, the people of Zeeland received support from a group of plantation owners in Suriname who urged the States General to open up the slave trade in the colony. They said that the wic was not able to provide a sufficient number of Africans to the colony, so there was a chronic lack of slaves.38 Under pressure from all those protests, Amsterdam agreed to change the mandate, but with a number of limitations on free trade. On 8 August 1730, the States General approved the changed charter for a period of 30 years. According to the charter, the Company would have a 60-mile strip on the Gold Coast as an exclusive trade area, exactly the area that contained its forts. In addition, the wic retained the monopoly on the slave trade in the Dutch plantation colonies in Guiana.39 The renewed charter was a typical compromise product, against which the Zeeland merchants would immediately object. Once again, they were able to get the States of Zeeland to undertake action in the States General, due to which the charter was modified in 1734. The exclusive 60-mile zone was now also opened up to individuals. Only the slave trade in Guiana remained exclusive to the wic, but it would eventually waive this right After the battle for the dissolution of the last trade monopoly had been settled, a new conflict arose. The third major conflict that the States General settled between both regions concerning Atlantic interests was about trade with, and shipping to, the plantation colonies Essequibo and Demerara. In this case, it was the Zeelanders who defended their privileges. Demerara was established in 1745 as a part of Essequibo and had been ruled from there ever since. Both colonies fell under the charter of the wic but were managed by the Zeeland Chamber. The Zeelanders, who had founded Essequibo in 1616, claimed the exclusive right to trade in the region. As long as the plantation production was limited, nobody objected to the self-proclaimed monopoly of the Zeelanders. However, this changed when the colony grew and the demand for colonial products in the Republic increased. Around the mid-eighteenth century, opposition against the de facto Zeeland monopoly grew in Holland. Incidentally, the complaints did not emerge in Holland first. Rather they emerged in the colony itself, where Governor Laurens Storm van 's Gravensande repeatedly complained to the Zeeland directors about the limited supply of commodities and slaves.41 This complaint was taken very seriously by the "Gentlemen Ten," the ruling Council of the wic, and was translated into an appeal to the directors of all the chambers to stimulate the trade to Essequibo and Demerara. The Zeeland directors considered this appeal to be a violation of the Zeeland monopoly and protested against it, thus giving birth to the controversy around the shipping and trade on Essequibo and Demerara. 42 The conflict about the Zeeland trade monopoly occurred in two phases. During the first phase, which lasted from 1750 until 1765, the Zeelanders fought against the directors of the Amsterdam Chamber. Two weeks after the disputed decision of the Gentlemen Ten, the main shareholders of the Zeeland Chamber gathered to agree on a strategy for the preservation of the monopoly. They chose four representatives who were to defend their interests in various political forums. On behalf of the main shareholders, many of whom had interests in the trade with Guiana, a petition was submitted to the States General in late August of 1750, who in turn forwarded the document to the Amsterdam Chamber for advice. The response of the Amsterdam directors was predictable. Through Willem Roëll and Thomas Hope, they stated that there had never been a Zeeland monopoly and therefore the claim of the main shareholders had to be rejected. Both directors told the States General that despite this rejection, Amsterdam was still willing to accommodate the Zeeland request if the Zeeland shareholders would compensate them for all costs incurred by the wic for Essequibo in the past. 43 But by the time this Amsterdam proposal had reached The Hague, the main shareholders in Zeeland had already asked the States of Zeeland for help, who, in turn, had ordered Governor Storm van 's Gravensande in Essequibo to only allow ships with a Zeeland license to the colony. 44 Simultaneously, the main shareholders called on the City Council of Middelburg to fight for the preservation of the Zeeland monopoly. The result of the lobbying of the main shareholders was that the States General was repeatedly asked to preserve the Zeeland monopoly. In opposition to this, the Amsterdam directors kept urging the States of Holland and the States General to eliminate the de facto monopoly, unless the Zeelanders were willing to pay for it. 45 The Zeeland representatives in the States General consequently rejected the latter proposal, and with that prevented a possible settlement of the conflict concerning Essequibo.
1765 marked the start of a new phase, which also involved merchants from outside the wic. The Zeeland main shareholders, who had not been against a financial settlement during the first phase, reopened the Essequibo matter in May 1765 by starting negotiations with the Amsterdam directors of the Company about the purchase of the colony. These negotiations took place in The Hague under the supervision of the delegates of the States General.46 Just when a solution was within reach, a group of Dutch investors turned against the possible sale of Essequibo to Zeeland. In the 1760s, they had given significant loans to planters in the colony, and demanded free navigation to Essequibo The conflicting petitions of the merchants of Zeeland, Amsterdam and planters in the colony led to a stalemate in the States General. To force a breakthrough in the long-running conflict, the Stadtholder was involved in the matter as a referee. William V was the supreme director of the wic, but was represented on the Board of the Company by Ferdinand van Collen. Van Collen very likely played an important role in the establishment of a new scheme for the trade with the colonies, issued on 25 October 1770 by the governor.49 It was a typical compromise in which neither party was proved right. In the new scheme, the Zeeland monopoly was rejected, but to placate them the merchants of Zeeland were given the privilege of being the first to send 16 ships to Essequibo and Demerara each spring, after which the Hollanders were also allowed to participate in navigation to both colonies. Several months after the enforcement of the new scheme, a group of Middelburg merchants founded a shipping company for navigation to the colonies. It was the final attempt to keep dominating the trade with Essequibo and Demerara, but it wasn't a very successful one. The company suffered heavy losses during the Fourth Anglo-Dutch War which lead to the elimination of the shipping company in 1788.50 From 1770 onwards, the shipping activities of Amsterdam to Essequibo and Demerara increased, and Zeeland lost more and more ground. Amsterdam's preeminence did not last long, however, since in the Napoleonic Era both colonies were conquered by the British, never to be given back.51 Zeeland and Holland fought about the configuration of parts of the Atlantic shipping and trade within and outside of the existing political bodies in the Dutch Republic for a century and a half. That battle says a great deal about the interest both regions had in the Atlantic trade. To achieve their goals, the parties used various means, such as lobbying in municipal and regional governments and influencing public opinion through hundreds of pamphlets.52 The mobilization of government entities and public opinion had one goal in the end: convincing the States General that a monopoly had to be preserved or dismantled. Eventually, decisions about Atlantic matters were made in The Hague. How the States General tried to steer a middle course between those conflicting interests is the subject of the last section of this chapter. First we will discuss how parties battled over, and lobbied for, the preservation and the reinforcement of their Atlantic interests at a local level in the Republic and in the colonial branches overseas.
West India Interest on a Local Level
After the elimination of the wic as an active trade organization, the interests of local entrepreneurs in Atlantic shipping and trade increased greatly. In the Republic, these interests were mainly centered in the cities of Middelburg, Vlissingen, Amsterdam and Rotterdam. In addition, there were the interests of the planters and merchants in the West Indies which were not always parallel with those of the merchants, shipping companies and processors of Atlantic products in the Republic. Each city, each colony and, within these, each group, had specific interests they tried to defend -and, where and when possible, strengthen -via the various governmental entities, the wic and the societies. The actions taken by certain groups of stakeholders, depending on the location and nature of the group, were aimed at reducing the cost of shipping and trade, to block or promote the importation of processed products, and to open up or block certain trade routes. How important the trade with Suriname was for Amsterdam is amply illustrated by a statement made by stakeholders from the 1730s, in which the City Council was asked for support. The authors of the document did this by demonstrating which benefits Amsterdam reaped from the trade relationship with Suriname. Every year, about 35 ships sailed from Amsterdam to Suriname and back, supplying the city with 12.5 million pounds of sugar plus great amounts of coffee and cacao The trade with, and navigation to, the colony provided the city with many jobs and much income, thanks to the equipping of ships and the processing of Atlantic products.53 The Amsterdam City Council acknowledged the importance of the trade with Suriname and stimulated and facilitated it in various ways.
Amsterdam entrepreneurs were mainly interested in the import, processing and export of sugar and other plantation products, whereas the Zeelanders mainly focused on the slave trade. After the liberalization of the trade with West Africa, including the slave trade, Zeeland shipping companies fought for decades to reduce their costs by lowering their tax burden. One of the main expenses was the tax imposed by the wic on merchantmen which sailed back and forth between the Republic and West Africa and slave ships. The tax rate was determined by the size of the ship and the duration of the journey.54 From 1730, the Zeeland shipping companies almost continuously resisted these taxes. Stakeholders in Middelburg and Vlissingen united and lobbied the city governments and the States of Zeeland for a reduction in the imposed taxes. In 1734, these actions led to an extension of the duration of journeys over which a certain sum in taxes was paid, a measure that reduced the costs for shipping companies. 55 However, that did not end the actions of the shipping companies. In 1750, the Zeeland shipping companies launched an initiative for the full abolition of the tax. In this, they were supported by a group of Rotterdam shipping companies with interests in the slave trade, including the trade houses of Hope, Coopstad & Rochussen and Hudig.56 Due to the taxes of the wic, the competitive relationship with other European merchants in the West African commodity trade, as well as the slave trade itself, had all deteriorated seriously, since non-Dutch merchants did not have to pay any taxes, meaning they could afford to pay more for African products and slaves. 57 The Directors of the wic strongly opposed the plan, however. They argued that the Zeeland and Rotterdam trade was supported by the infrastructure of the wic in Africa. Therefore, it was only fair that those who traded with Africa paid taxes for the preservation of the necessary infrastructure. The States General agreed with the wic and denied the request. 58 Not just shipping companies, but also suppliers of these companies had significant interests in the Atlantic shipping industry. The aforementioned Amsterdam statement on trade with Suriname shows how the local middle class, from butchers to ships' carpenters, benefited from that trade relationship. For the ailing economy of Zeeland, the Atlantic trade was even more important than for Amsterdam and other cities in the province of Holland. The regulations of the Middelburgse Commercie Compagnie (mcc), for instance, stated that its merchantmen had to be equipped within the city of Middelburg -an act designed to strengthen the municipal economy.59 In 1720, the mcc had been established for that specific purpose by a group of leading merchants, because the city's economy had suffered profoundly due to the competition of the cities in Holland since the mid-seventeenth century.60 Stakeholders were not always as close a group as they were in Zeeland. Within a city or region, conflicting interests could arise that would be settled via political channels. A conflict of interests that became manifest in the mideighteenth century involved the import of sugar. That conflict, which emerged between the merchants and the sugar refiners in the Republic and in the colonies, pitted the wic against municipal governments in the States General. Initially, only coarse sugar was imported which was refined in the Republic. But the technique of sugar refining, which had been perfected in the Republic, had reached Europe and the Caribbean during the first half of the eighteenth century, which led to more and more refined sugar being imported and transshipped by Amsterdam merchants. 63 The sugar refiners of Amsterdam, who expected their industry to be significantly damaged by this new development, objected to the importation of refined sugar. Merchants on St. Eustatius and in Amsterdam, who benefited from the trade in refined sugar, fought the opposed import limitation.64 Initially, the request for import limitation from the sugar refiners was not granted by the States General. However, as a concession, the import of raw sugar and the export of refined sugar was made tax-free for a period of two years in 1751. It relieved the financial burdens of the sugar refiners and the competitive position of sugar refined in the Republic improved.65 However, the sugar refiners were not pleased with these temporary measures. Their persistent protests eventually led to a limitation on the import of refined sugar from the Caribbean in 1756, despite the resistance of stakeholders on St. Eustatius.66 Not only Amsterdam sugar refiners but also the Rotterdam sugar refiners felt disadvantaged by the activities of the sugar traders. In the States General, they objected to the transit of lightly-taxed raw sugar to the Rhineland via Rotterdam, where a sugar processing industry had developed in a short period of time. As a result of this, Rotterdam sugar refiners were about to be pushed from the market by their colleagues from Cologne. The States General accommodated the Rotterdam sugar refiners by doubling the tax on the export of raw sugar. 67 Sugar was not the only Atlantic product that caused conflicts between merchants and manufacturers. Tobacco had the same effect. In 1752, the States of Zeeland were handling a request by a group of tobacco processors from Middelburg, Vlissingen, Zierikzee and Veere. The united manufacturers asked the States for a tax increase on the import of processed tobacco, which would allow them to work in a more competitive manner.68 This request was honored. Merchants who imported processed tobacco, however, felt seriously disadvantaged and asked the States to reduce the imposed tax, but this request was denied.69 Why the requests of the merchants were denied can easily be explained. It was in the interest of the government that the employment rate in the cities remained at their current levels, and the processing of raw Atlantic products resulted in more jobs than the import of processed products.
Obviously, interests were not only represented in the Republic, but in the colonies as well. An interesting example of this is the conflict between the colonists and the Society of Suriname about the trade of the colony with North America. According to the charter of the Society, the colonists were only allowed to maintain a trade relationship with the Republic. They supplied the Republic with plantation products, whereas merchants from the Republic would provide the colonists with the necessary European products. That symbiotic relationship between colony and homeland would soon appear to be unworkable. For the import of sufficient draught animals and food and the export of molasses (a residual product of sugar that was not shipped to the Republic) the colonists depended heavily on the regional trade. Initially, they had a trade relationship with Barbados, but at the end of the seventeenth century it shifted to trade with North American colonies.70 That trade was illegal, but was often condoned. A long-term conflict arose about the legalization of the trade with North America between the colonial government, which represented the interests of the Society of Suriname and the planters. The main opponent of the imposed trade ban was the influential planter Samuel Nassy. Eventually, colonists succeeded in legalizing the trade with North America. As of 1704, it was permitted under certain conditions and on the payment of a tax.71
Conclusion
In this final section, we will return to the question of whether or not the Republic had a West India Interest. Van der Voort thought that there was not one, and was supported in this view by Piet Emmer. Emmer states that the British plantation colonies in the Caribbean were considered "darlings of empire" in the metropole. All plantation products produced on the islands had to be shipped to Great Britain according to the Acts of Navigation introduced in the seventeenth century, where they were processed into end products and subsequently sold on the domestic and foreign markets. Processed and unprocessed Atlantic products from non-British colonies were barred from Great Britain. it concerns a homogenous group that rallied behind one common interest, which in fact did not happen in the Republic. But O'Shaughnessy demonstrated that this communal cause only existed briefly in Great Britain. Moreover, "the size of the West India lobby (…) was not sufficient to explain their influence upon government."73 The influence of such interest groups was often greatly exaggerated in the past.74 When, in the late eighteenth century, an abolitionist movement emerged within and outside of the parliament, the West Indian lobbyists did not succeed in providing sufficient counterweight to it, and eventually they had to accept that slavery would be abolished. It is clear that there is much to criticize about the classic belief that Great Britain has known a politically influential, convergent West Indian interest group. The British government did take measures to protect its West Indian interests, but they were part of a much wider mercantilist policy that was supposed to promote their own trade and industry and to increase the income of the state. Since the seventeenth century, Great Britain had a Board of Trade and Plantations, managed by the Privy Counsel. The decentralized Republic did not have such a central organ, but the necessity to protect the Atlantic interest was widely acknowledged. A mercantilist policy was not viewed as the appropriate means for this protection, however. Unlike Great Britain, the Republic had neither extensive plantation colonies nor a large internal market to which tropical products could be sold. Moreover, the States General always had to take into account the West Indian interests of the various cities and provinces. This required the necessary persuasion and compromise politics that involved a lot of trial and error. These actions of the States General, in particular, demonstrate that there was a widely supported West India Interest that suited the decentralized nature of the Republic.
Initially, the States General greatly influenced the development of private trade and shipping in the Atlantic based on political-military motives. When those motives were no longer relevant and the economic interests of the Republic in the Atlantic became increasingly important, the States General supported those interests in various ways. Firstly, by offering military assistance. The wic was, unlike her sister organization, the Dutch East India Company (voc) in Asia, unable to defend Dutch interests in the Atlantic. As of the mid-seventeenth century, war fleets were dispatched to Africa and America, trade ships convoyed from and to the Caribbean, State troops deployed in plantation colonies, and money made available for defense purposes. All this happened, of course, within the limited financial resources the States General had. More difficult to deal with were the often-opposed Atlantic interests of the cities and regions within the Republic. On paper, every voting city in a province and every province in the States General had an equal vote, but in practice the vote of the economically strongest party would always be worth much more. Even in the early modern era, the unwritten rule was "he who pays the piper calls the tune." Thus, the political battle fought in the States General regarding the Atlantic interests was often settled to the advantage of the merchants and entrepreneurs of Amsterdam. An example of this was the discussion regarding free trade to Brazil. However, to make sure that the discrepancies would not get too extensive, the States General, which was dominated by the representatives of Holland, also had to satisfy the Zeelanders in certain situations. This was done, for instance, by abolishing the wic monopoly on the slave trade, which helped Middelburg and Vlissingen to obtain a leading position in this trade. The routes to the plantation colonies of Demerara and Essequibo, despite the formal abolition of the Zeeland monopoly in 1770, also remained mainly in the hands of the Zeeland merchants. In contrast, Amsterdam, and, to a lesser extent, Rotterdam, almost fully controlled the import of plantation products. The processing of sugar and tobacco mainly took place in these two cities. The assumption of Van der Voort and Emmer that the Republic did not have a West India interest, is, in my opinion, a misconception. It existed, but its makeup differed from that of Great Britain in some respects. The Atlantic interests were significant at local and regional levels, especially in Holland and Zeeland, and were strongly defended by the various parties in the States General. Moreover, these interests grew more and more essential. While the economy of the Republic began to stagnate around the mid-eighteenth century, its share of the Atlantic trade nevertheless increased due to the growing demand in Europe for sugar, coffee, tobacco and other plantation products.75 Every year, dozens of ships sailed to African and American port cities to sell Dutch products, buy slaves and load plantation products. In addition, many plantation products were imported into the Republic indirectly via French and British ports. The sugar and tobacco industry provided jobs to thousands of people in Amsterdam and 
